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~4.BSTR~4.CT - \Vc eOJlsider the following advcr

sarial situation. IJct n, 11t and t be arbitrary in

tegers, and let f : {O, l}n ....... {O, l}m be a fune

tion. r\n adversary, kno\ving the function I, sets

t of t.he 11. input bits, while the rest (11, - t input

bits) are chosen at randOJIl (independently and

with uniform probability distribution)~ The ad

versary tries to prevent the outeonle of 1 from

being uniforrnly distributed in {O, l}m.

Thc question addrcssed is for what values of

n, Tn and t does the adversary necessarily fail in

biasing the outcorn(~ of f : {O, I} n H {O, l}m,

when being restricted to set t of the input bits of

J. We present various lower and upper bounds on

m's allowing an affirITlativc answer. These bounds

are relatively close for t ~ n/3 and for t .2 2n/3.

Our rcsults have applications jn the fields of fault

tolerance and cryptography.

1. INTRODUCTION

The bit extraction problem formulated
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above] can he view(~d as a three Jnove galne be

tween a user and an adversary. The ganIc is

parallletrized by the integers n, m and t; and

pro(~ccds as follows. l"irsi, the user picks a func

tion J : {O, l}n H> {O, l}m. ('rhe function 1 will

be applied to a 1L- bit string.) Next, the adversary

picks t locations in the in put n-bit string and sets

the bit values of thcse locations. The user does

not know whieh locations and what values were

chosen by the adversary. The remaining n - t

bits of the string ure set by the outcomes of in

dependent unbiased coin tOSSl~S. I"inally, the user

applies the function ! to the entire string. The

user's objective is to cause the output of the func

tion to be unif'orlnly distributed in {O, 1}m; while

the objective of the adversary is to prevent this.

The question is which of the parties (user or ad

versary) has a winning strategy.

It is evident that the user has a winning strategy

in thc following two extreme cases:

1) m = 1 and t ~ n - 1 (by XOI{ing all the

bits).

2) t = 1 and m ~ 11, - 1 (by XORing every two

adjacent, bits).

In both cases m $ n - t. On the other hand, the

1 The bit extraction problem was suggested by Brassard
and Robert [5] and by 'Vazirani [10].



adversary has a. \vlllning stratl'gy when 'rn > 'n - t.

Can the u,~er win whenever rn ~ n - t ? We sho"'

that the answer is negative. In partieular, the

adversary has a winning strategy in the foJJowing

two (~ases:

1) When m= 2 and t ~ l2n/3J.
2) When t = 2 and rn ~ 11, - )og2(n + 1).

Lower and Upper Bounds

IJcf'orc proceeding any further, Jet us state the

bounds we obtain on the nUIJlber of extractable

bits. I.Jct n, rn and t be as above. IJct IJit(n, t)

denote the Jnaxirnal rn ror which the user has a

winning strategy (when playing against an adver

sary who fixes t out of the n bits). We now state

the lower and upper bounds on IJit(n, t) and ap

proxirnatc these expressions for t = o(n).

t-l ( )n-l n
Bit(n, t) 2: n - )og2 l: . ~ n - t · log2 -

i=O t t

It/2J ( ) t
Bit(n,t)~n-log2 L ~ ~n-l-J·log2~

i=O t 2 t

Relation to Error Correcting Codes

Note the sinlilarity and difference between

the "extraction game" and the "error correcting

game" hereby presented. ~"'irst the uscr chooses

two functions fe : {O,l}m ....... {a, I}" and fa :

{O,l}" t-+ {O,l}m, a m-bit string 8 and applies

Ie to 8. Next, the adversary rnay alter any t bits

of c = fe{s) resulting in a string c'. Finally, the

user applies fa to c'. In the theory of error cor

recting codes, the objective of the user is to always

retrieve 8. Although thc two ganlcs are different,

we show that they have close relationship when

(in both games) the user is restricted to use linear

Gp"'(2) transformations. This relationship irnplies

lower bounds on the nurnber of extractable bits.
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We show that these lower boullds (obtained by

linear iransf'orrnat,ions) are elose to being optirnal,

by proving an upper bound on the nurnbcr of cx

iraetabJe bits using general extraction run(~ti()ns.

1.1 Fault-Tolerance Application:

How to agree on a shared random string

(;onsider a synehronous corllnlunieation net

work eOJlsisting of n proecssors, each having a

perfect source of randorJl bits (Le. the source's

output is a scquen(~e of' independent unbiased coin

flips). Suppose that the processors wish to share a

cornrnon randornly selected bit string. rrhis can be

trivially a(~hieved if one processor just transmits

to all processors the output of his local source.

1"hings bcconlc rnore difficult if there is a danger

that some local sour(~es are faulty and their output

is no longer unbiased. Still a trivial solution exists:

each pro(~cssor can transJnit the next k bits output

by his ]o(~al source, and then take the bit-by-bit

exclusive-or of all the translnitted k-bit strings.

l"his protocol yields a shared k- bit string with

uniform probability distributed, as long as one of

the local sources is not faulty. lIowever, this solu

tion is very wasteful. The ratio of the number of

extracted bits over the number of transmitted bits

• 1IS n.
Much more efficient solutions are implied by

our results. For example, suppose that it is

guaranteed that at most t of the local sources

are faulty. Then using the function presented

in Section 2, we can present a protocol which is

both efficient in ternlS of rate and robust in the

presence of at most t faults. Each processor ran

domly chooses and transnlits a fJog2 nl-bit string,

and then applies the function to the concatenation



of' all tlH~ strings, resulting in a (rt- t). flog2 n1hit

string. 'l'he ratio of extraet(~d/tran8nlilted bits

is n:t, and the resulting bit string is uniforrnly

distributed in {O, 1}(n-t).lo~2 n, as long as at rnost

t local sources are fau Ity. 1'hls result is optinlul

in tcrTflS or rate versus nurnbcr of faults, since we

get as Ill:lny unbiased global bits as the nunlber of'

unbiased local bits. Our solution holds also in the

rnore gencral fault rnodcl or s£multanous networks

[4}.

1.2 Cryptographic Application:

Renewing a Partially Leaked Key

Supposc that two parties share a secret, ran

domly selected n-hit key, various parts of which

they use for various purposes. Suppose that at

some mornent an eavesdropper has suc(~eeded in

finding out t of the bits of t.he key (but the parties

do not know which t bits these arc). As this

may endanger tasks which rely only on t bits,

the parties wish to have a cornplctely new and

secert key. A trivial solution is to let one party

randornly choose a new key and secretly transmit

it to the othl~r. This requires randomization as

well as communication resources. Our results al

low solutions which cost nothing in terms of ran

domization and conlnlunication.

A new shared key can be dcterminstically com

puted from the old one, by each party, without

any communication betwecn them. The new key

is completely secret, as its bits are independent

and unbiased with respect to the eavesdropper

who only knows t bits of the old key. It should

be stated that the new key is shorter than the

old onc. In particular, for usn·1all" t's, the length

of the new key is n - t · r)og2 n1(ihisis close, t.O
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opti rn:l.I).

()ther cryptographi(~applications of the bit ex

traetlng problcrn wcre Ht,udied in [5].

1.3 Terminlogy

Definition 1: I.Jct Z be a randolIl variable as

sUTning values in the set of m-bit strings. Z is

said to be unbiased if it is uniforrnly distributcd

on {a, l}m {i.e. if for every Q E {O, l}m J)r{Z =
a) = 2-m

).

Definition 2: l.Jct f : {O, l}n H {O, l}m be a

function and {Xl, X2, ••• , xn } be a sct of randoln

variables assurning values in {a, I}. The func

tion ! is said to bc unbiased with respect to T ~

{I, 2, ... , n} if the randorn variable f(XtX2·· .xn ) is

unbiased, when {Xi: i rt. 1'} is a set of independent

un biased randoln variables and {Xi : i E T} is a

set of constants. A function! : {O, l}n H {O, l}m

is said to be t-resilient if for every T ~ {I, 2, ... , n}

of cardinality t, the function! is unbiased with

respect to T.

The Bit Extraction Problem: Let nand t be

integers. What is the rnaximum msuch that there

exist a t-resilicnt function f : {O, I}" H {O,l}m.

We denote this number by Bit(n, t).

1.4 Organization (Summary or the results)

In Section 2, we present an explicit t-resilient

function froln n-bit strings to (n - t · log2 n)-bit

strings, irnplying that Bit(n, t) ~ n - t · log2 n.

This· is done by reducing the bit extraction prob

lem to a related problem dcfined with respect to

blocks of bits. The construction is conceptionally

simple and· is suitable for applications.

In Section 3, better lower bounds on Bit(n, t)

arc derived using a relation we. establish beiween



the linear pxtraction probleJll and the theory of

l£near error corr('cti ng codes. ()f speeial interest

is th(' X()}t-LeUllll:l, stating that a necessary and

suHicient condition for a set of randorn bits to be

lndf'ppndent and unbiased is that caeh non-ernpty

eX(~lllSive-or of these bits is unbiased.

In Section 4, we dernostratc a general upper

hou nd on IJit( rt, t) irnplying that the construction

of Section 2 (as \vell as the lower bounds of See

Lion 3) is reasonably good. ()f special interest. is

the trnifofrIl I>rojeetion J.A~rTlrTla, which provides

a lower bound on any set of strings which has a

lJIliforrn projection on every t coordinates.

1n section 5, \\le show that 2 bits can be ex

tracted if and only if t ::; l2n/3J - 1. .In section

6, we consider linear schernes for t > n/2. In sec

tion 7, we consider the (~ase where the function is

symmetric.

In Section 8, we dernonstrate a bound on tech

niques (it 13. Luby [7]) for converting efficient ran

dornizcd algorithnls based on k-\vise independent

choices, to efficient deterministic algorithms.

2. A Simple t-Resilient Function

We reduce the bit extraction problem to the block

extraction problem, defined below. The block ex

traction problern is identical to the bit extrac

tion problem except that the variables assume bit

strings values, instead of assuming bit values.

Definition 3: Let f : {O, l}n o

k H {O,l}m.k be a

function, and {Yl' Y2, •.., Yn} be a set of randorn

variables assuming values in {O,I}k. The function

f is said to be k-unbiased wz'th respect to T ~

{I, 2, ..., n} if the randorn variable !(YIY2·· ·Yon) is

unbiased, when {Yi : i ~ T} is a set of indepen~

dent unbiased random variables a'nd {Yi : i·E T}
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is a set of eonsLants. (NoLe that the Yi '8 are vari

ables assufning values in {O,I}k.) A function f :
{O,l}n.k.-+ {O,l}m.k is said to be (t,k)-resilient

if for ev(\ry l' ~ {I, 2,1 •.. , n} of eardi nality t, the

function f is k-uTl biasod with respect to T.

The Block Extractlion Problem: Let k, n

and t be integers. \Vhat is the rnaxirnum m

such that there exist a (t, k)-resilient function! :

{O, l}nok ~ {O,l}m.k. IJet us denote the answer

by IJlockk(n, t).

Note that k · lJlockk( 11" t) is the nUInber of bits

which can be extracted by a (t, k)-resilicnt fUIlc

tion. l~vidcntly,

Lemma 1: Let k be a~ integer. Then

1) k · IJlockk(n, t) ~ 13it(n · k, t · k).

2) Bif,(n. k, t) 2 k· Dlockk(n, t).

The block extraction problern has a direct applica

tion to fault-tolerance I(see section 1.1). We now

show that it has an optimal solution, when 'n <
2k

• Namely, 'Blockk(n"t) = n - t (n ~ 2k - 1).

Construction: (~onsidler the field GF(2 k ) and the

ari thrnetic in it. Suppose that n ~ 2k - 1 and let

at a2 ••• an be n distirt~t nonzero elements in this

field. Define
on

Ti(Yl, Y2, ..•, Yn) = L: (1;' ·Yj , for 1 ~ i ~ n - t.
;=1

Lemma 2: Fixing any: t of the Yi'S but allowing

the rest to be independent random variables (with

uniform probability distribution over GF(2 k )),

the Ti'S are independent unbiased random vari

ables.

sketch 01 proof. Consider the equations

ri(Y1, Y2, ... , Yn) = Ei=t a~. · Yi' 1 .~ i ~ n - t.
Evaluate the termswhi~h correspond: to variables



Hxpd by the adversary and rnove theHe values io

the Jeft hand side or the equations. 'rhe right, hand

side of the equations is a linear systcrll with n - t

variables and 'fI, - t rows. Note that the result

ing lnatrix is the transpose of the VandcrrIlondc

rnatrix, whieh is non-singular. 'rherefore the sys

tern has a unique solu tion for every distinct value

of its Icft hand side column. The LeIT1rna follows.

I
ConlbiningLcTTlrna 2 and an c]crTlcntary count

ing argurnent (to get the upper bound), we get

in the obvious nUl.nner.

We say that a set of ?It randorn bits {Xi}i=l is

unbiased and independently distributed, when for

every a E {O,l}m, l)r(x = a) = TI~l r)r(xi =
ai) and flr(xi = ai) = ~. An equivalent eondition

is proven below.

XOR-Lemma: A set {xi}i=l of random bits

is unbiased and independently distributed iff the

exelusive or of any nOn-CIJlpty subset of the bits

is unbiased,

Theorem 1: I.Jet n < 2k - 1.

Blockk(n, t) = n - t.

Then 1"hc only ifdirection ig trivial. '"fhe othcr dircction

is proved by using the foJlowing two lcmmas.

I~cturnil1g to the I3it I~xtraction Problem, we com

bine I.Jclnrna 1 and 'rhcorcm 1 to get

Corollary 1: .Bit(n, t) > n - (t + 1) · ]og2 n.

3. Linear Extraction Scheme and Linear

Error Correcting Codes

In this section we reducc the problem of extracting

independent unbiased bits through a linear extrac

tion scheme to the well studied problern of linear

error correction codes. A similar reduction was

proven independently by Brassard and Robert [5]

and by Odlyzko [9].

3.1 Preliminarie.

Convention: By a random bit we mean a random

variable with arbitrary probability distribution

which assumes values 0 or 1. 'fhroughout the rest

of the paper x = X1X2" 'x" will denote the con

catenation of the random bits Xl, X2, • , ., X n and

a = a1a2" ·an will denote the concatenation of

the bit values at, a2, ..., an. We take the liberty or
associating n~bit strings with vectors in Gl"(2n ) ,

Lemma 3: A set {Xi}i=l of m randOITI bits is

unbiased and indepently distributcd iff E(!(x)) =

2-m EaE{O,l}ffl f(a) for all f : {O, l}m HR.

Proof: The only if dircction is trivial. For the

if direction assume that there is an a E {O,I}m

such that Pr(x = a) =I 2-m . l"hen take as f the

singleton function which is 1 at a and 0 elsewhere.

This f violates the condition. I

Given a subset {Xi : i E S} of the varibles

we have a natural function 'l/Js : {O, l}m H {O, I}

which is the exclusive-or of these variables (i.e.

1Ps(x) = $iES Xi). Redifinc this function slightly

by making it into {-I, I} by rcplacing 0 by 1,

and 1 by -1. If S is the empty set define 'l/Js to

be identically 1.

Lemma 4: Let f is an arbitrary function from

{O, l}m to R.:Then there arc uniquly determined

Cs ER such that f = ES~{1,2'•••tm.} cs"'s ·

sketch of proof: Identify the given function space

with R2
fft

, by ·Ietting the i-th coordinate cor-
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re~pond to J( 1:). ()l1C lllay readily verify that

the '~)s 's are 2m lnutually orthogonal veeiors and

henee they spall the space. I

Proof of the if direction of the XOR-Lemma

lly IJernrna :~, ii suffices to show l!.J(f(x)) =

2-mEoE{o,1}nl!(o:) for all f : {O,l}m HR.

IJy the additivity of thc expectation operator

and Lernrna 4, it sumces to show this for all

~'s, rJy our hypothcRis, V1S(X) is unbiased for

every noncrnpty ", and therefore l~('t/}s(x)) 

o = 2- m EaE{O,l}nl V)8(0:). l\lso note that

1~(V'0(X)) = 1 = 2-m
EoE{o,l}Yn 'l/J0(0:). 'fhe

X()11-Lernma follows. I

3.2 The Reduction

IJet us recall the basic definitions of linear

codes that we need. I~urthcr details can be found

in [8, ch. 1].

Definition: IJet V ~ {O, l}n he a linear subspace

of G}?(2)n with cardinality 2m. 'fhen V is a linear

code w£th information words o/length m and code

words of length n. The distance of'V is the mini

IIIUHl lIanirning distance of two vectors in V. The

m-by-n rnatrix M- is a generator matrix of V if

the rows of M form a basis of V.

Discussion: The inforrnation word a E {O, l}m is

encoded by the code word aM E V. l'he distance

of the code equals the mininlurn }lanlming weight

of V's nonzero vectors. (A code of distance t + 1

can correct lt/2J errors.)

Theorem 2: Consider arithmetic in GF(2) and

let M be an m-by-n zero-one matrix. M is a

generator rnatrix of a linear error corrcting code

with distance t + 1 if and only if !(x) = M xT is

t- resilient.
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sketch of proof: I·'irst, we prove that if the eode

has distance t + 1 then t.he funetion is t-resilient.

IJy the virtue ot the X()ll-Lcrnrna we only need

to eheek that the exelusive-ors are unbiased. An

exelusivc-or of sonIC of the bits of j(x) corresponds

to the bit. aMxT for an appropriate nonzero vec

tor a. Note that b - aM is the codeword cor

responding to the info~rnation vector a, and hence

has at least t + 1 or~e's. Then at least one of the

bits in the surn bxT = E~=l biXi is truely random

and the result is unbiased.

Iror the converse, suppose that the code has

distanee at rIlost t. ~rhat is, there exist an a such

that aM has at nlost t OIlCS. Then the adversary

can bias the correspontJing excJusive-or. I

3.3 Implications

1'heorem 2 imposes both upper and lower

bounds on the nurubct of extractible bits in the

case of linear schemes.

'rhis follows by combining Theorem 2 with the

Gilbert-Varsharnov bO\lnd for linear codes [8, ch.

1, p. 34]. l'his is an existential result. Explicit

constructions, which ahnost achieve this value,

are known for t = O(n). In fact, the explicit

construeion of section .2 is analogous to the well

known lleed-Solomon codes [8, ch. 10].

Corollary 3: l.Jincar ~-resilicnt functions cannot

extract more than n -log E~~~J (~) bits.

This follows by corobining Theorem 2 with the

IIamrniHg Bound [8, ch. 1, p. 19J. In the next

section, we will show that a similar upper bound

holds also for general t~resilicnt functions.



4. An Upper Bound on the Number of

Extractible Bits by a General Scheme

In this ~ection we dernon~tratc an upper bound

011 the Tlurnber of' independent unbiased bits (~X

tractable by a general schcrne.

4.1 Preliminaries

Definition: Lct S ~ {a, l}n be a set of strings

and I = (it, i2 , ••• , it) be a rTlonolonc]y increasing

sequence of t integers rrOITl {I, 2, ... , n}. I~"or a E

{a, l}t, we denote

'The set S ~ {a, l}n has a uniform projcction onto

the i I-st, i 2-nd, ..., it-th coordinates if. for every

a E {a, l}t, ISI,al = W.
Let us show first show that sets having this

property for every t coordinates, nlust be of large

cardinality.

The Uniform Projection Lemma:

If S ~ {O, 1}n has uniform projection on any t

coordinates then 181 ~ E~!:o (7)·

sketch of proof. Let k = lSI. F'or convienience

change all 1 to -1 and 0 to 1. Now taking the

exclusive-or of two vectors corresponds to coor

dinatewise multiplication. Let II be the k X n

matrix with the elements of S as rows.

Consider j arbitrary colunlns of II, when j ~

t. Let ]/' be the matrix consisting of the cor

responding colurnns of 11. Since the rows of II

have uniform projection onto these coordinates,

aJJ possible j-tuples appear as rows of 1/' with the

sarne frequency. Thus, exactly half of the rows of

II' have an even nunlber of -1. It follows that

the exelusive-or of the eolurnnveetors of 11' has as

rnany 1'8 (18 -1 's.

Let l/ be the set of vcetors \vhich result by

taking the exc.lusive-or of i distinet co\ulnnvc(',tors

of II (i ~ l~J). 'rhe vectors in V arc distinct

and rnutually orthogonal when considered as real

vectors (since by the above paragraph the c.oor

dinatewise rnultiplication of any pair of distinct

vectors in V has as rnany l's as -1 's). 1"'hcrefore,

~l' spans a subset of R k , and IVI ~ k follows.

Noting that IV I= Et!J() (7), the Lemma follows.

I

Ohserve that one can do slightly bettcr when t

is odd by considering also all colurnnvcctors which

arc xor's of t; J arbitrary vectors and the first

columnvcctor.

In coding theory, the rnatrix II is called an

orthogonal array of strength t. It is likely that

the above Lernrna has already been proven.

4.2 The Upper bound

Theorem 3: Bit(n, t) ~ n - Jog E~!:o (;).
sketch of proof. Let f : {O,l}n H {O,I}m

be a t-resilient function. One can easily verify

that /-1(0, 0... ,0) is a set which has a uniform

projection onto any t coordinates. Apply

ing the Uniform Projection Lemma, we get

If-I (0,0, , 0)1 ~ E~!:o (7). On the other hand

11-1(0, 0 ,0)1 = 2n - m , and the theorem follows.

I

The proof of Theorem 3 makes usc of the fact

that a t-resilient function 1 : {O,l}n H {O,l}m

yields an orthogonal arrays of strength t. In fact,

1 yields 2m such arr~ys whose ro\vs fill the entire

n-dirnentional space. Thus, such a function is a
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rnuch rnare eornplicaLed objeet than all orthogonal

array.

Jly rrheOrelTl 2, this bound ean be rcaehed if

perfect linear codes, with n-bit code vvords and

disLanec t+ 1, do exist. llerrcct codes are quite rare

and hence we do not know whether the optirnal

SehCITlC is linear in the general case.

5. Tight Bounds for Extracting Two Bits

5.1 Preliminaries

llecall that by 1.J<~lnrna 4 (section :~), any

l300lcan function f(x) can be written as a sUln

or the exclusive-or funetioTls (that is the functions

~;'s(x) = $iESXi for S ~ {1,2, ... ,n}). F'urther

Inore, it was irnplicitly stated that expressing f as

a sum of the 'l/Js(x)'s can be done in a unique way.

We now show that when testing the resiliency of

a function it suffices to test the resiliency of the

'l/Js(x)'s with nonzero coeflicicnts in this expres

sion. C;lcarly, a 'l/Js(x) is t-resilient if and only if

151 > t. This proves the if direction of the follow

ing proposition.

Proposition: Let f : {O, l}n ~ {O,l} be a

non-trivial Boolean function, and let j(x) =
L:s cs1/Js(x). The function J is t-resilient if and

only if there is no S ~ {I, 2, ..., n} such that both

Cs :f 0 and lSI ~ t.

Proof: For the only if direction, let So denote a

set S of minimurn cardinality for which Cs :f 0,

and no = ISol. Assume, on the contrary, that

no ~ t. Novv, suppose that the adversary fixes the

value 1 for all the variables in {x~ : i E So} (and

lets the rest be independent unbiased bits). Let

Ao denote the set of all possible outcomes for the

'fl,-bit string when the ,adversary acts so; and let
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x be a randorn variable with uniforrn probability

distribution in Ao. l~quivaleI1tly, j)r(xi = 1) == 1

if i E SlO and fJr(Xi == I) == ~ if i r£. 5'0' lJet J)(n)

denote the power set or {I, 2, .. .n}.

E(J(x)) = L 2-(n-'!'o). 1(0:)
oEAo

= L 2-(n-no). L cs1/Js(o:)
oEAo SEP(n)

L 2-(n-no). L Cs 1/Js (0:)
SEP(n)-{So} oEAo

+ 2-(n-no!). L cso1/Jso(O:)
oEAo

L Cs • E(1/Js(x))
SEP(n)-{So}

+ CSo • JE( '$50 (x))

= 0 + CSo

:f O.

Thus there is a way to fix at lllost t variables which

makes b biased. I

5.2 The Bounds

Lemma 5: Let n = 31 be a rllultiple of 3. IJet

b1(x) = $;~1 Xi, b2{x); $:~l+l Xi and j(x) =

b1(x)b2(x). Then f is (21- l)-resilient.

Proof Note that bl al1d b2 satisfy bl $ b2 

($~=1 Xi) ffi ($::'21+1 Xi)' So if the adversary

is allowed to fix at most 21 - 1 of the n bits, both

bi , b2 and their exclusive-or are unbiased. By the

XOR-Iemrna (see section 3), bl and b2 are two

independent random bits.1

Sirnilarly we get

Lemma 6 Let n = 31 + 2, b1(x) = ~~~11 Xi,

b2(x) = ffi~~~2 Xi· Then b1(x)b2(x) is 21

resilient.

On the other hand

Lemm~ 7: Let Jl E {O, ~}. Then, there exists no

21-resilient function! : {O, 1}3l+J.L ~ {O, 1}2.



Proof: Asslllne, on the eontrary, that f h~

2l-resilient, and interpret J as a rUI}(~tion f'rorn

{I, -1 } al to {1, -1 } 2 • I./eL hi (x) denote the Ii rsi

bit of j(x), and b2(x) denote the seeond bit of f(x).

By the XOll-tJemTna (seet,joll 3), both b1 and b2 as

well as b1E!:)b2 nlust be 21-rcsilicnt. Thus using the

Proposition, for these three J]oolean functions the

'l/Js 's corresponding to non zero eoemeients nllJst

have 181 > 21. Wc now show that this condition

cannot be met. Let

b,(x) = I: cs'l/ls(x) and
S~{1,2,... ,n}

b2(x) = I: dT'I/lT(X) ·
T~{1,2, ... ,n}

Then b1(x) E!:) b2(x) corresponds to

bt (x) · b2(x) = I: cSdT'I/lS(X)'I/lT(X)
S,T~ {1,2, ... ,n}

I: cSdT'I/lSAT(X)
S,T~{1,2, .•• ,n}

(where S~T = 8 UT - S nTis the symmetric

difference). lleeall that 181,ITI 2:: 21 + 1 for all

S, T where Cs · dT =f o. l'hus, all non-zero

coefficients of b1 • b2 correspond to subsets of car

dinality ::; 2(:il + JL - (21 + 1)) :::; 2(1 + IL - 1) ~

2l. I

Similarly,

Lemma 8: Let n = 31 + 2. Then, there exists no

(2l + I)-resilient function J : {O, l}n .-+ {O, 1}2.

Combining the above four LemInas, we get the

following result conjectured by Vazirani [10].

Theorem 4: There exist a t-resilient function f :

{O, l}n H {O, 1}2 if and only if t < l2n/3J.

6. On Extracting Few Bits when t > n/2

In this section we show that k independent 'un

biased bits can be extracted if the adversary can

detcrrnine less than 2k- 1 • l2k~ 1J or the original

n ~ 2k
- 1 bits. We also show that this is close

to the best possible perf'orInance as far as linear

extraction schcInes arc concerned.

6.1 Possibility Result

Theorem 5: I.lct k ~ 1l0g2 nJ. Then there exist

a (l2k~1 J·2k
-

1
- 1)-rcsilient schernc extracting k

bits out of n.

sketch of proof. ASSUITle that l2k~1J = 1. For

1 ~ i ~ k, let Ji ~ {1,2, ...,2k
- I} be

the Stl bset of integers j such that the i-th least

significant bit in the binary expansion of j equals

1. Let bi (Xt X2·· ·xn ) = €BiEJi Xi. I..Ict j(x) =
b](x)b2(x)·· ·bk(x). We will show that the function

f : {O, l}n t-+ {O, J}k is (2 k - 1 - 1)-resiJient.

Note that each of the bi, as well as each ex

clusive or of any non-empty subset of the bi'S, is a

randonl variable depending on 2k - 1 of the Xi'S.

(In particular, consider the set S and the ran

dom variable rs(x) = €BiES bi{x). Then rs(x) =
E9iEJs Xi' where Js is the bit-by-bit exclusive or

of the k-bit strings which correspond to the binary

expansion of the integers in S. Note that IJsl =
2k - 1.) For general n, make l21c~lJ copies of the

above construction.1

6.2 Impossibility Result

Theorem 6: Let k ~ llog2nJ. Then there exist

no linear (::=~ ·n)-resilicnt extraction scheme for

extracting k bits.

sketch 0/ proof. Suppose that f : {O, I}" t-+

{O, l}k is a linear t-rcsi1ient function. Note the

correspondence bctw('~Ii linear extraction schemes

and schemes in which each extracted bit is the ex-
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cl llsive or of' SOIne su bsctof the origi nal bits. (;011

sider an 2k
- 1 by n rnatrixM in whieh eaeh row

corr('~pofld to an ('xclusive or of a non-crnpty sub

set of' the bit.s of J( x). IJy the ract. J is t-resilient,

ea(~h TO\\' rnust have at least t + 1 non.;.zero entrics.

()n the other hand, each colurnn contains exactly

2k
- 1 ones if it corresponds to a variable which

appears in sorne extracted bit, and contains no

ones otherwise. 'J'hcrefore, we have n · 2k - 1 ~

(2 k
- 1)· (t + 1) and t < ::=~ ·n. The Theorem

follows·1

An alterrnativc proof of 'fheorenl 6 can be

derived by cornbining }>lotkin lJound [8, ch. 2,

pp. 41-42] and our Thcorcrn 2.

We conclude by suggesting the following

Conjecture: [,et k ~ llog2 nJ. Then thcre exist

no general (::=~ ·n)-resilient extraction scheme

for extracting k bits.

7. On Symmetric Predicates

A l300lean predicate f : {O,l}n H {O,l}

is called symmetric if for every pcrrnutation 1r :

{1,2, ...,n}~ {1,2, ...,n},

!(Xl, X2, •• ., x n ) = f(X 1r(l)' X1r(2), • • ., X1r(n») ·

Let w(x) denote the Ilarnming weight of x. Then

for every symmetric predicate f there exists an

S ~ {I, 2, ..., n} such that

f(x) _{I if w(x) ES
o otherwise

Thus, an unbiased symmetric predicate on n

Boolean variables correspond to an equal par

tition of the n-th row in Pascal's triangle (Le.

the set S corresponding to the predicate satisfies

EiES (7) = Ei{tS (~)). Fixing a variable in a

sYlJlmetric predicate, corresponds to sliding the

partition up one row to the right or left.
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We have obtained the following results:

1) The exclusive-or of all r~ variables and its

negation, are the only 2n/3-resilient sym

TIletrie predicates.

2) l~'or suni(~icntly large n, the exclusive-or of

all n, variables and its negation, are the only

7nj1OO-resilient syrnrnetric predicates.

An interesting open probleln is to prove or dis

prove the following (;opjccture: The exclusive-or

of all 1t variables and its negation, aTe the only

1-resilient symmetric predicates.

8. On k-wise Indepe~denee

In [7], I.Ju by dcrJlonstrates how to convert a

randornizcd algorithrn that uses pairwise indepen

dent choices into a parallel deterministic algo

rithrn of the sarne depth. In this section, we con

sider generalizations of' his technique to the case of

k-wisc independent choices, and show that poly

nomiality can be maintained only if k is a con

stant.

Convention: I.Jct A be a set. We write a En A to

abbreviate "a is picked at random with uniform

probability distribution:in A".

Suppose that in the original polynomial-time

algorithm, clements are picked randomly with

uniform distribution in a set E, and that the cor

rectness of the algorithm is only based on the fact

that these choices are pairwise independent. As

sume that lEI is polynolnial in the size of the input

n. By chan-ge of parameters, we can assume that

the algorithmlnakes at most n random choices at

each round. Luby's (efficient) transformation is

based, on the construction of a set of sequences S

which cOlllbincs the following properties.



0) 8 E S' is a rt-)ong seqller)(~e of' elernents in l~.

1) A sequenee H En i.e.; defines a sequence of

pairwise independent randorn variables caeh

unifornlly distributed in E.

2) l"he sct S has a polynolnially bounded car

dinality.

Once such a sct S is constructed, one may sub

stitute the pairwise independent randorn choices

in the algorithm by the e]clnents of a sequence

s En S. li'urtherlnore, instead of picking ran

dOlnly .'; En S one can exhaust all possible 8 E S,

and ru n theITl all in parallel.

In [2], a simple construction that satisfies the

above eonditions was presented, and used in a

different context. 1"his construction easily extends

to allow the 11, clements be k-wisc indcpcndent~.

When k is a fixed constant, this construction is

polynonlial in lEI and n. Sirnilar constructions of

k-wisc independent elCInents were used in [7, 3, 1,

6].

A natural question is whether such techniques

can be extended, while nlaintaining polynomiaJity

in lEI and n, to k's which are not fixed. More

generaly, how large should a set S ~ En be so

that the elements of a sequence 8 ER S,are k

wise independent random variables with uniform

probability distributed in E.

Using the Uniform Projecti.on Lemma, of Sec

tion 4, one can verify that such S must satisfy

2 I.let !E~ = p be a prime power, and letal,QZ, ..., an
be n dIstInct non- zero clclncnts in the ficld GF(p). Con-

sider the sequence 8i(X) = "'~_ a~x· modp (1 < i < n).LJ,-l , , - -
If the Xi '8 arc independent 'randolnvariablcs (and each
ziER E), then the Si(X)'S are k-wise independcnt variables
each uuiforIuly 'distributed in E. Finally note that the set
S . . {(S) (al! S2(a), ... , Sn(a)l: aE GF(p)k} can be deter
IDllllstically constructed· in p · n · k GF(p)-operations'.'
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'rhus, a deterrninistie siInulaiion of a k(n)-wise

independent n-bit scquenee cannot he done in

poly(n)- tiTTle, when lirnn --+ oo k( r~) = 00.

9. Open Problem

})rove or disprove the following clailn: for

every nand t there exist a linear t-resilient func

tion from {a, l} n to {a, 1}Bit(n,t).
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